precious metals and is about 10 percent
heavier than an avoirdupois ounce, which
is one-sixteenth of a pound.
Gold is valuable largely because it is
scarce. Reputedly, all of the pure gold ever
mined would only fill about two Olympicsize swimming pools. Gold is a soft metal
with properties that make it beautiful,
durable, resistant to most chemicals and
useful in certain industrial and electronic
applications.
In its natural state, gold is found in two
basic locations – as veins (called lodes)
and as placer (pronounced, “PLAAH-sir”)
deposits. Gold in veins is associated with
other minerals including quartz, copper
and silver, while placers include small
flakes and nuggets of gold removed from
veins by erosion and deposited as alluvium. Because the specific gravity (weight)
of gold is much greater than other minerals, it settles to the bottom of streambeds.
Gold mining of lodes involves the use
of shafts and tunnels to follow the veins.
Gold is separated from the ore when it is
crushed and processed. Mining of placer
gold, on the other hand, may include the

environmental damage and stream pollution.
In 2006, the top gold producing countries in order of production were South
Africa, China, Australia, United States,
Peru, Russia, Canada, Mali, Uzbekistan
and Ghana. Gold, however, is mined commercially in at least 78 countries.
Because most gold mining processes
Neal Lineback
are so environmentally destructive, heavy
restrictions are placed on mining operaand Mandy Lineback Gritzner
tions, particularly in developed countries.
As one example, virtually all large dredge
operations in Alaska began to cease soon
after statehood was achieved. National
environmental laws increasingly restricted
Gold unquestionably has been the mark
stream pollution generated by heavy uses
of wealth throughout history. Just the
of mechanical dredges and sluices.
mention of gold in the 1800s led otherwise
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ing operations. They pay for brief lessons
of support.
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